
Quality of care: use of 
quality indicators



Some key points

• Everyone is doing it – but limited rigor, 
evaluation and overarching vision

• No coordinated effort

• Research into how to do it well is lacking

• Doing it poorly will certainly waste enormous 
energy, time and limited resources

• Measuring only useful if you ACT

• And, it might even harm patients

• MAYBE: Doing it well may save lives, resources 
and improve patient-centred outcomes



What “Quality Care” means?

Safe

Effective

Patient-centred

Timely

Efficient

Equitable

Crossing the Quality Chasm, IOM report 2001



What “Quality Care” means?  

• Patient-centred 
– continuous healing relationship
– based on patient needs and values
– patient as locus of control
– Shared decision-making

• Evidence-based decision making
• Safety as a system property
• Transparency
• Anticipation of needs
• Efficient and timely
• Collaborative and interprofessional

Crossing the Quality Chasm, IOM report 2001



What is a 
quality indicator?

• Any measurement proposed by the 
organization that could be used as a measure 
aimed at improving the quality of patient care.  

[1]. Mainz J: International journal for quality in health care : journal of the International 

Society for Quality in Health Care 2003, 15(6):523-530

[2]. Shekelle PG: Journal of clinical epidemiology 2013, 66(12):1338-1339.

[3]. Loyd R: 2004.



Individual quality indicators
- Principles

• Readily available  
• Efficient and cheap to collect
• Easily verified (audit)
• Responsive to changes or intervention in systems 

(actionable)
• Adaptable to many patient groups and settings 

(context-specific variables less valued)
• Well-accepted definition and conditions of use.  
• Subject to being benchmarked and risk adjusted   

Adapted from McGlynn, Medical Care 2003
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 



Why quality indicators? 

http://www.scienceandsensibility.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/figure-2-_-morton_quality-measures.jpg.png
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N=102 to 9 (core >90% consensus)



N=321



De Vos et al J Crit Care, 2007



Environmental scan 

• 27 organizations screened

• 127 unique quality indicators found

• Level of evidence provided:
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What did they include? 



Every policy (or measurement) has an 
adverse effect 

Putting the squeeze on 
part of a system always 
puts pressure on another
Ultimately, it’s about 
patients

http://www.sciencephoto.com/image/139976/large/C0077020-Patient_ventilation-SPL.jpg
http://www.sciencephoto.com/image/139976/large/C0077020-Patient_ventilation-SPL.jpg




What do you 
want to achieve? 



Individual quality indicators
- Principles

• Single indicators will not suffice to ensure overall 
assessment of quality care

• Relationship to outcomes and goals (level of evidence and 
strength of association)

• Specific to at least one domain of quality 
• Patient-centered 
• Relevance to many stakeholder groups including patients 

and families
• Scientifically sound (valid, accurate, reliability, minimum 

biases) 
Adapted from McGlynn, Medical Care 2003
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 



More than measuring

• Quality improvement – aim to raise quality of 
product or service

– process oriented to moving from current 
standard to new standard and primarily 
concerned with self rather than with others and 
often targeting areas of greatest need



Conditions for success

• A focus on patient outcomes

• Used within the context of a clinical network

• Less useful as a benchmarking technique

• Best if a focus on problems and inter-
institutional learning

• A focus on variations in care and quality

• Use of mechanisms to minimize gaming



Sinuff et al. CCM 2013

RR >1 denotes 

improvement



RR >1, SMD>0 denotes improvement

Sinuff et al. CCM 2013



Quality indicators

• No shortage of work done on identification

• No shortage of proposed indicators

• Shortage of ideal quality indicators –
valid, reliable and strongly linked to patient-
centred outcomes

• Emerging research on validity and reliability

• Emerging research on continuous evaluation, 
development and refinement and monitoring 
of application/impact 





Essential element 
for a vision for quality

A quality of care reporting system could:

 help identify areas for improvement

 Serve as a backbone for research on 
improving health care

Aim to improve the uptake of best practices 
from 50% to over 80% of all care 
administered among the critically ill







Key steps Process Approach Outcome

Setting  goals Steering committee seeking 
broad stakeholder input

choosing 3 to 5 goals

Identification of existing 
Indicators

Systematic reviews, 
environmental scans

Indicators identified

Establishing domains of quality key stakeholder interviews
Focus groups
Expert panels /consensus

Key domains of quality chosen

Evaluation of individual 
indicators 

Chart review, 
Environmental scanning
Ranking using survey 
Expert review 

Ranking of all indicators

Selection  of key indicators Consensus methodology Key indicators 

Implementation Feasibility testing
Adoption and capture of 
information by health systems

Widespread adoption feasible,
will meet goals and sustainable
Evaluation of trends and 
variation

Reporting, monitoring and 
impact

Long term measures of change
Cluster trials

Improved survival
Decreased length of stay
Satisfaction with care

Re-evaluation  and refinement 
of variables

Measuring performance and 
impact of indicators

Refining definition
Removal of poor performers and 
addition of new indicators



Arguing for a scientific approach to 

evaluating QI interventions



Arguing for a scientific approach to 

evaluating QI interventions



Arguing for a scientific approach to 

evaluating QI interventions

Why no? Why yes?



 QI research is necessary to inform what works 
and what doesn’t

 QI research helps us to avoid wasting resources 
locally and at the level of the health system

 Consider seeking approval from REBs if goal is to 
create generalizable knowledge.  Informed 
consent may be required for some interventions 
with more than minimal risk.

Conclusions


